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 STUD SERVICE CONTRACT 

DAM Owner Name________________________________________ 
 
DAM Owner Address____________________________________________ 
 
DAM Owner Contact #________________ Email______________________ 
 
Reg. Name of DAM _____________________________________________ 
 
ABKC Reg.# ___________________________UKC#____________________ 
 
 
Stud name____________________________________________________ 
 
Stud cost ____________________ Deposit _________________________ 
 
 
Address to shipping semen_________________________________________ 
 
 
Phone/Contact # ____________________________________ 
 
 
Dates of Mating_____________Expecting whelping due date____________ 
 
CONDITIONS STUD OWNER AGREES TO:  
1. Have the stud dog in good physical condition 2. Sign litter registration promptly and 
return to DAM owner. 3. Provide a return stud service of the same dog to the same DAM if 
no pregnancy results from the mating, at no charge. To receive the return service, the DAM 
owner must notify Viking Pitbulls of failure to conceive, in writing, not more than 70 days 
following the mating. If the stud is no longer available for whatever reason, for the return 
service, the stud owner or agent reserves the right to offer a different stud to the DAM 
owner. 4. Provide the DAM owner with a copy of stud service agreement. Viking Pitbulls 
agent initials. ___________________. 
 
DAM OWNER AGREES TO: 1. Pay the agreed stud service fee before the DAM is serviced. 2. 
Notify Viking Pitbulls in writing no later than 70 days after mating if no pregnancy results 
from the mating. Failure to do so will result in no return service being provided. 3. Keep 
the DAM properly confined following the breeding to ensure no other dog could mate her 
accidentally, before mating season is finished. 4. agrees to not knowingly sell or transfer 
puppies whelped, as a result, of this mating to any person or firm connected with the 
business of resale or wholesale of dogs. 
 
 
OTHER CONDITIONS 1. TWO PUPPIES BORN ALIVE OR DEAD CONSTITUTES A LITTER. 
HOWEVER, IF LESS THEN TWO PUPPY RESULTS FROM THIS MATING, A RETURN SERVICE 
WILL BE PROVIDED AT NO CHARGE TO THIS SAME DAM AT HER NEXT HEAT, OR WITHIN 
ONE YEAR, PROVIDED ALL CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTRACT HAVE BEEN MET. 
SIGNATURE OF DAM OWNER(S) 
__________________________________DATE_______________ 
 

 



RETURN SERVICE 
 
 
DATE_______________ RETURN STUD SERVICE DATE OF SERVICE_______________ 
SIGNATURES FOR RETURN SERVICE STUD: Viking Pitbulls DATE____________________ 
OWNERS/AGENT DAM OWNER DATE_____________________ 
 
Stud service prices is the fee and the equivalent of the minimum price of a puppy. Viking 
Pitbulls demands that for all puppy's born of our stud cannot be advertised in any way or 
fashion less than $3000 us. and that the stud credit or the litter of puppies can’t be sold 
without permission from Viking Pitbulls a new Stud agreement would need to be signed by 
new DAM owner/litter owner or stud credit owner. 
 
 
SIGNATURE OF DAM OWNER(S _________________________DATE_______________ 
Viking Pitbulls agent Signature _________________________DATE_______________ 
 


